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  The Case for Burying the Power Lines  
on the Providence/E. Providence Waterfront 

 
     The high-voltage power lines on the waterfront are a conspicuous impediment to the Capital Region 

capitalizing on its location at the head of Narragansett Bay. Burying them will make key development 

parcels more marketable and enhance our signature waterfront, benefiting both RI’s economy and its 

environment for the next 100 years. How many projects can make that claim?   

 

ECONOMIC benefits of burial: 

 improve the marketability of key development parcels with water views in both cities  

 increase the tax base in both cities by raising property values on several waterfront parcels  

 create jobs: 292 for every $20M spent on the project, according to a Bryant Univ. study  

 encourage tourism on our waterfront which millions pass by going to Cape Cod & the Islands 
  

      Burying power lines has helped transform industrial backwaters into popular waterfront destinations 

in Chattanooga, Louisville, San Antonio, Annapolis, and Providence where our Riverwalks host Waterfire. 

      

ENVIRONMENTAL benefits of burial: 

 enhance 4 waterfront parks, including India Pt. Pk. used by more than 150,000 people a year 

 reduce risk of outages for thousands of RI residents by protecting wires from storms and floods  

 eliminate unsightly antiquated towers at the river crossings, which have to be replaced anyway 

 improve public health by eliminating exposure to electro-magnetic fields at nearby residences 
 

     STATUS: The burial project is nearly shovel-ready. National Grid completed borings and feasibility 

 studies in 2014 and concluded, “We can do it. The riverbed would be suitable.” More than $17 million has 

 been raised and designated specifically for burial. Use it or lose it: if not used for burial, these funds 

 will dissipate without any comparable, large-scale enhancement for the state. 
 

     FINANCING:  

      The State decided long ago that the burial project meets the state legal mandate that it “enhance 

 the socio-economic fabric of  the state” (Energy Facility Siting Board ruling, 2004). If National Grid had 

 treated  this project as it treats others that pass this test, the cost of the project would have been routinely 

 built into statewide utility rates, and it probably could have been completed years ago. 

 

      The remaining funds needed for the project (assuming National Grid’s new estimate of $33.9M proves 

 accurate) can be raised at a nominal cost of about 10 cents/month for the average RI ratepayer, declining 

 every year over 30 years. This cost would be 1% of the $10.53 rate increase for the average ratepayer 

 approved in 2014. In other words, it would cost 1/100
th

 of that increase to bury these lines and upgrade 

 our waterfront for the next 100 years.  
   

     SUPPORT: the chorus of advocates for burial over the last decade includes: 

 more than 2,000 who have signed the petition at www.friendsofindiapointpark.org, half of them from outside 

Providence & E. Providence, indicating significant support in other parts of the state. 

 more than 50 organizations & leaders, including labor, business, environmental, governmental, and civic 

 groups, including state agencies,  recent Governors and Providence Mayors, Prov.and E. Prov. City 

 Councils and development commissions, etc.  

 6 Providence Journal editorials and 3 joint letters from the Presidents of Brown, RISD, and Johnson & Wales. 
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